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Release Notes for Patch Release#2952

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.2-rev44
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.2-rev34
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #2916.
41640 Blue Screen on the Login pageIt might happen that the /saml/init call run into a timeout. Although the sigin plugin does notresolve or reject the deferred object the login page will be displayed. As most of the SAML imple-mentation includes its own login mechanism this might not be wanted behaviour.This has been fixed by introducing two new options which can be configured in the as-config.yml:
samlLoginErrorRedirectURL: {string} and samlLoginErrorPage: true || false (default)

42141 Faulty ”context menu” behaviour in eMail ”full-view”Drag and drop was enabled for the detailview.This has been fixed by removing Drag and drop for the standalone detailview.
42443 Wrong RPM versioning for open-xchange-appsuite-saml packagesOriginal developer implemented RPM packaging was wrong.This has been fixed by correcting RPM .spec file for open-xchange-appsuite-saml.
42682 java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException: String index out of range: 0Failed to return email list due to a corrupt ”From” address in one or more emails.Solution: Properly handle possible runtime errors during puny-code to ASCII address conversion.Use the address as-is instead.
42742 Distributionlists can not be added to ”TO”-fieldDistribution lists where not resolved.This has been fixed by adding function to handle resolution.
42880 ”Image transformation denied. Resolution is too high.”Message missing after update from 7.6.2-rev37 to 7.6.2-rev41 for ”Image transformation denied.Resolution is too high.”. Canging the behavior to respond with a 406 HTTP error code in case imagetransformation has been denied to make USM/EAS happy, accidentally removed the logging.Solution: Re-introduce proper logging for possible exceptions of type ImageTransformationDe-niedIOException.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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